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BOCCE BALLERS ROLL INTO ACTION

"Never, never have we had
trouble. We always rent these in
October for the following year,
The Wooster Street rental prop- always. I've never had them even
erties across from campus are last until Christmastime," another
usually brimming with upper- property manager said.
classmen. This year, however, that
One manager said Wooster
doesn't seem to be the case.
Street is somewhat notorious for
"I think there are still a lot of kids having rowdy parties and he likes
out there that would prefer to live to keep his properties looking nice.
off campus," one Wooster Street
"Maybe we're beingtoo picky," he
property manager said," but 1 think said. "We don't want complaints
there are such a glut of apartments and issues with rowdy kids."
and rental houses available it just
If upperclassman aren't livmakes it tough to rent them."
ing on Wooster Street, where are
There are approximately six they going?
unoccupied rental houses on
^VACANCIES
Wooster Street, despite the location's close proximity to campus.

ANDRE* FEHL I tHfBGNEWS
PLAY BALL Seniors Kirby Shuey (left) and Deanna Falk (right) play Bocce Ball on old campus
grounds Monday night.

Dining receipts don't
'Print Responsibly'
By Aili Repel
Repo'ter

RENT

University students dazzle Cleveland
competition with short croquet film
By Jennifer Hojnecki
Reporter

Always tote around a croquet set
— It could be the key to winning
first place.
A University short film team,
Pictures with Heart, won this year's
48 Hour Film Project competition
Aug. 1 with a croquet set in their
film, "In It to Wicket." The film took
the Best Film and Best Directing
honors at the annual competition,
which is held in 80 cities internationally where film teams write,
shoot, edit and present a short film.
Friday night, the beginning of the
competition, the teams were given
a character, prop, genre and a line
of dialogue in which they must create a completed short film within
48 hours.
The 7-minute mockumentary
comprised a croquet competition for a college scholarship and
satirically dealt with class and
social issues.
The main character, Chrysler
Imperial, is the wealthy-yet-lazy
standing croquet champion, while
Ryan Mackenzie, the "dirt poor
orphan," is Imperial's main compe-

HIT IT: Pictures with Heart a short film team comprised of University students and alumni, took
home an award for their mockumentary "In It To Wicket." The film, pictured above, featured two
rival croquet players. The team made the film in just 48 hours.

See WINNERS | Page 5
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"Print Responsibly" may be costing students precious pennies, but
BGSU Dining Services may have
dodged the bill.
According to BGSU Dining officials, printed purchase receipts are
not related to the newly-instated
"Print Responsibly" program.
"Print Responsibly" began last
spring in an effort to reduce cost
and waste created from printing
and related tasks, according to the
University's website.
"There is no correlation whatsoever between "Print Responsibly" and
register printers," Dining Director
Michael Paulus said.
Paulus said the receipts are a part
of business transactions.
He compared purchasing food
in a dining hall to going to the
bank, where a receipt validates
your transaction.
The receipts prove the student was
charged correctly, Paulus said.
He said keeping track of your
transactions online doesn't do any
good for the time of the transaction.
"If you were overcharged for your
pop," he said, "say you were charged
for a large versus a small. Twentyfour hours later, you are going back
and saying, well I was charged for
a large' — how do I know you didn't
get a large? It protects the consumer,"
he said.
Because receipts were frequently
found on the ground or in the garbage and students made comments
about the waste caused by printed
receipts, Paulus said BGSU Dining
Services decided to put recycling
bins at each register.
"Now this is a business process
that really can't be neglected," he
said. "We've got to do this; it's to protect all, but at least we can recycle
those receipts."
Paulus said the receipts are necessary to print and they are not considered the same as the other gen-

SPORTS

ACT's Labor Day Activities

Exploring new grounds in culture

On campus ministry Active Christians

Columnist Hannah Bealer believes that diversifying

Tied 27-27, Michael Taylor connected on

Today held a gathering with fun

her interests is as easy as watching The Last Song."

a 54-yard field goal with four seconds left

activities for new members who did not

starring Miley Cryus, or writing to a pen pal in a

to give Troy a 30-27 win over BG in the

go home for the weekend |P»fl«5

foreign country | Peg* 4

season opener | P*j« 6

Falcons suffer tough loss

eral office printing that is part of the
"Print Responsibly" program.
When the program began,
Paulus said BGSU Dining Services
found ways to save paper and
avoid printing.
To keep safety and sanitation levels healthy and consistent, paperwork has to be at every refrigeration unit, resulting in excess prints.
BGSU Dining Services has found
a way around printing many copies, Paulus said, by laminating copies to be scanned and retained on
computers.
"With every single line, every
refrigeration unit across campus,
the amount of paper was just ridiculous," he said.
RECEIPTS

GREEN'ADVERTISING
Unive'Sity students and employees
can advertise for free by using the
dining services' LCD displays in the
dining halls.
if you are interested in promoting
your event, group, or department
on the LCD displays, you must gain
permission after following these
guidelines:
■ Only University Departments
and registered student organizations are permitted to display
on the LCDs. Occasional
exceptions may be granted by
BGSU Dining.
■ Approval must be obtained
from BGSU Dining Services
Marketing Manager Sara
Meyer.
■ Groups may e-mail predesigned jpegs (1280 pixels x
720 pixels) to be displayed.
Electronic Proofs may be
e-mailed for approval to Sara
Meyer at saramG?bgsuedu.
For more information about this point
that's important to students and the
campus, go to:
http://www.dineoncampus.com/bgsu.

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What did you do for Labor Day ?
SARAH MOON
Junior, Music History

"I did homework." | P»gt 4
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NATION BRIEFS
Plane crash on
NV street kills 1,
injures 3
HENDERSON. Nev.(AP)

Army: Ex-soldier
takes 3 hospital
workers hostage
SAVANNAH, Ga.(AP;- A

St. Lucia soccer
team honors slain
scorer in NY
NEW YORK (AP)-Members

former Army soldier seeking help

of a St Lucian soccer team

burst into flames on a street in

for mental problems at a Georgia

played in remembrance of a slain

a southern Nevada residential

military hospital took three

teammate as they took the field

neighborhood Monday, killing

workers hostage at gunpoint

for a final match in a New York

one person and badly injuring

Monday before authorities

City tournament.

three others, authonties said.

persuaded the gunman to

- A small plane crashed and

Las Vegas Metropolitan
Police Sgt. John Sheahan said

surrender peacefully.
Fort Stewart spokesman

Isidore Phillip Tisson was shot
to death while the team was out
celebrating early on Aug. 50.

two males and two females

Kevin Larson said no one was

He had scored the winning goal

were aboard the single-engine

hurt and no shots were fired

that pushed his team into the

Piper Cherokee when it

in the short standoff at Winn

finals of the Digicel Caribbean

crashed in Henderson, just

Army Community Hospital on

Cup, an annual showcase for

south of Las Vegas. He said it

Fort Stewart, about 40 miles

Caribbean talent

was a miracle no one on the

southwest of Savannah. Military

The team went on to lose

ground was injured.

officials said the hostages were

1-0 to Jamaica on Sunday, but

"I think we can attribute

able to calm the gunman and

members fought hard and

that to the pilot trying to put

keep him away from patients

it down in a safe place." he

until he surrendered

said "You're talking the plane

The gunman was arrested
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PHILADELPHIA (AP)

CLEVELAND (AP)-A
pregnant Amish woman injured
when an SUV rear-ended her
family's buggy in northeast Ohio

nude cyclists have pedaled their

the Gulf coasts ol Texas and

way through Philadelphia to

Mexico as Tropical Storm

promote bicycling awareness and

Hermine approaches

cleaner air.

has died.

The hurricane watch issued
Monday covers the area from Rio

Some of the buff bikers

Barbara Kauffman was eight
months' pregnant and traveling
with her husband and six children

wore body paint, some were in

San Fernando. Mexico northward

bathing suits and some were

to Baffin Bay in Texas.

completely naked.

when a sports-utility vehicle rear-

Hermine's maximum
sustained winds have increased

This was the second year

ended the buggy Wednesday.
Ohio State Highway Patrol Sgt.

for the Philly Naked Bike Ride.

to near 50 mph (85 kph).

Chad Bass said Kauffman died

Similar rides have taken place in

Additional strengthening is

Sunday afternoon after giving

more than 70 cities worldwide

expected and the storm could

birth to a son Thursday.

since 2004.

approach hurricane strength
before making landfall.

The bicyclists pedaled several

The baby is in fair condition at

Hermine is located about 205

miles through the city on Sunday

a Cleveland hospital.

miles (525 kilometers) south-

evening.

Kauffman's husband and her
The New York Times reported

MIAMI (AP)-A hurricane
watch has been issued for

- Hundreds of naked and partially

honored their slain teammate

that Tisson's father was at the

Hurricane watch
issued for coasts
of Mexico, Texas

Philly cyclists bare
all to promote
cleaner air

Pregnant Amish
woman hurt in
Ohio buggy crash
dies

southeast of Brownsville. Texas.

other children, ages 1 to 9. were

and is moving north-northwest

injured in the crash.

crashed maybe 20 or 50 feet

by military police and was

game, cheering on the team.

(from the nearest home)."

being questioned Monday

NYPD detectives are still

afternoon. His name was not

investigating the shooting. Tisson

immediately released

was in a car after coming out of

Texas getting 4 to 8 inches

a club when a gunman shot him

with as much as a foot in some

in the head

places. It could cause flash

The debris field is a block long,
and one of the wings ended up
in the backyard of a home, the

Brig Gen Jeffrey Phillips, a

sergeant said The main body

senior Fort Stewart commander,

of the fuselage came to rest on

said the former soldier was

Morning Mauve Avenue.

seeking help for mental problems

Police Lt Joe Ojeda told
the Las Vegas Sun that the
plane struck two block walb. a

near 15 mph (20 kph).

Bass said charges are pending

Heavy rain is predicted with

against the SUV driver.

northeastern Mexico into south

floods and mudslides.

that were "connected, I'm quite
certain, to his past service."
"He hadn't gotten the care that

streetlight pole and a tree before

he wanted and he wanted it now."

landing in the street, and that

Phillips said 'He'd had some

residents pulled two occupants

experiences that could lead one

from the burning wreckage

to believe there were aftereffects

before firefighters arrived

to his service"

BLOTTER
THUR£,SEPT.2
2:07 AM
Kevin James Moran. 20. of
Toledo, was cited for underage under the influence near
the cornet of Clay and North
Church streets
4:38 A.M.
Heather D. Mcguire, 24. of
Cygnet. Ohio, was cited for littering after flicking a cigarette
butt at an officer within the 800
block of 6th street.
10:06 AM.
A stereo was reported stolen
from a vehicle parked within the
800 block of Eighth street
11:38 PM
Mark Joseph Lapansie Jr.. 72. of
Grosse Pointe. Mich., was cited
for operating a vehicle impaired
near the corner of North Main
Street and East Merry Avenue.

FRI..SEPT.3
1203 AM
Alexander J. Sarno. 20, of
Perrysburg, was cited for underage consumption after allegedly
falling out of a tree while intoxicated within the 200 block of E.
Merry Ave.
12.42 AM
Benjamin Joseph Janszen. 20. of
Lewis Center, Ohio, was cited
for nuisance party.
120 RM.
Matthew C. Adkins. 18. of
Greenville, Ohio, was cited
for underage/under the influence within the 200 block of E.
Court St.
Marlon Ad Gregory II. 18, of
Warrensville Heights. Ohio, was
cited for disorderly conduct/
public urination and underage/

Is there a
story in the
BG News that
you ve felt
you wanted
to voice your
opinion on?

under the influence within the
200 block of E Court St.
1:38 AM
Allison T Lowe. 18. of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage/
under the influence and prohibited acts after attempting to use
another person's ID within the
100 block of N. Mam St.
225 A.M.
Bret A Meyers. 22, of Sylvania.
Ohio, was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination within
the 100 block of N. Prospect St
2:27 AM
Latasha S. White. 21, of
Wauseon. Ohio, was cited
for open container in a motor
vehicle in Lot 1.
544 AM.
Three employees within
the 500 block of Woodland
Circuit reported hearing
two gunshots and a female
scream. Responding officers
found nothing.
7:46 PM.
Wesley Marlon Gatling, 27. of
Toledo, was cited for possession
of marijuana within the 1000
block of N. Grove St.
11:02 PM.
Chelsie E. Harper, 19. and Stacey
L Tavernier, 19, both of Bowling
Green, were cited for underage
possession after being stopped
while carrying an open 30 pack
of beer within the 100 block of
Ridge St.
11:06 PM.
KyleK.Nietertll.18.of
Twinsburg. Ohio, was cited
for underage/under the influence within the 100 block of
Manville Ave.
Bradley A. Sellers. 21. of
Bainsbndge. Ohio, and Brett M.

Trevepaugh. 20. of Chagrin Falls,
Ohio, were cited for nuisance
party within the 100 block of
Manville Ave.
11:59 PM.
Tyler M. Thomas, 19. of Holgate.
Ohio, was cited for open container and underage possession
near the corner of Leroy and
Thurstin avenues.

SAT., SEPT. 4
12 50AM
Juan Anthony Contreras, 35. of
Bowling Green, was arrested for
criminal trespass after entering a
bar he was permanently banned
from within the 100 block of N.
Main St.
158 A.M.
Kyle Crowe. 20. of Lima, was
cited for prohibited acts/using
the ID of another within the 100
block of N. Main St.

MS AM
Ja'sohn D W. Brown, 22. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
criminal trespass after a pushing
a bar staff member within 100
block of N. Main St.
210 A.M.
Michael T Walker. 20. of
Westlake, Ohio, was cited for
disorderly conduct/public urination within the 100 block of E.
Court St
MS AM
Dustin W. Torres, 21. of Bowling
Green, was cited for open container within the 100 block of N.
Prospect St.
2:37 A.M.
Logan M. Haake, 25. of Deshler.
Ohio, was arrested for criminal
mischief after allegedly urinating
on a squad car near Lot 7.

L. Garrett, 23, of Toledo, were
cited for open container within
the 200 block of N Church St.

3:39 AM.
Joshua J. Osley. 20. of Toledo,
was cited for open container
and underage possession of
alcohol within the 100 block of
N. Prospect St. Thomas Nolan
Williams II. 21, of Toledo was
cited for open container.

12:56 AM.
Danielle M. Monaco, 18. of
Bowling Green, was cited
for disorderly conduct/public
urination and underage possession within the 200 block of
N. Main St.

11:37 P.M.
Chase A Metzger. 18, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
open container and underage
consumption within the 400
block of E. Napoleon Rd.
11:39 P.M.
Jamie T Stroe, 18. of Macedonia.
Ohio, and Benjamin W. Magill.
18, of Bowling Green, were cited
for underage possession within
the 300 block of N Summit St.

SUN., SEPT. 5
12 AM.
Cameron G Greenawalt. 21. of
Huron, Ohio, was cited for open
container within the 200 block
of Clough St.
12:10 AM.
Michael P. Nazario, 23, of
Bowling Green, was cited
for open container near the
corner of Pike and North
Enterprise streets.

1:03 AM.
Weston C. Devore. 19. of
Columbus, was arrested for felony forgery, disorderly conduct
and obstructing official business
within the 200 block of N. Main
St. Devore was allegedly in possession of a second ID which
police noticed him trying to
conceal. Devore then attempted
to run when asked about it. but
slipped and fell into a parked car.
2:25 AM.
Michael J.Mcgilbra. 21, of
Aurora. Ohio, was arrested for
criminal damaging after allegedly dancing on the top of a
vehicle within the 200 block of
N. Main St.
2.49 AM
Anna M. Speck. 18. of Bowling
Green, was cited for operating a
vehicle impaired near the corner
of South Summit Street and
Carr Avenue.

12:51AM.
Christopher L Isby. 19. of
Maumee, was cited for prohibited acts/using the ID of
another within the 100 block of
N Main St

2:55 AM.
Brandi N. Snyder. 18, of Bowling
Green, was cited for underage/
under the influence and criminal
trespass within the 400 block of
E. Napoleon Rd.

12:54 AM.
Jeffrey R. Schanke. 21, of Curtice,
Ohio, was cited for open container within the 200 block of E.
Napoleon Rd.

Diangelo C. Alexander, 25, of
Holland. Ohio, and Michael

3:21AM
Chelsea B. Paradiso, 21. and
Emily A. Smith. 21. both of
Bowling Green, were cited for
nuisance party after a caller
reported a newspaper stolen
from a neighbor within the 300
block of E Court St.

3:28 AM
John T Vaneman, 22. of Bowling
Green, was cited for theft after
allegedly being observed carrying an American flag on a pole
taken from a residence within
the 300 block of Clough St.
4:09 AM.
Nicholas A Crone, 21, of Stow,
Ohio was cited for criminal trespass and criminal mischief after
allegedly removing a screen to
gain entry into a residence within the 1000 block of Sandpiper
Lane. Crone allegedly thought
he was at a different residence.
5:41 PM.
Katina M. Uballe. 19. of Fostoria,
Ohio, was cited for theft/shoplifting at Walmart after allegedly
attempting to steal a pair of
underwear and a bra set valued
at $14.
10:13 PM.
Laura B. Helweg, 19. of Sylvania
was cited for underage possession. Douglas P. Reining, 21. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
disorderly conduct/nuisance
party within the 200 block of S.
College Drive.
10 22PM
Scott D Ackerman, 22. of Toledo,
was cited for criminal trespass within
the 300 block of Colony I_»K

MON..SEPT.6
3:07 AM
Darin T White, 44. of Bowfcng Green,
was arrested for criminal trespass
after being found sitting in a recSner
of a residence within the 900 block of
N. Man St

c*

ONLINE: Go to bgviews com for the
complete blotter bst
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FIRED UP!
Active Christians Today held a picnic Monday to
educate new members and provide entertainment for all
Photos By Andrea Fehl | The BG News
RIGHT: Junior Doug Walton stokes the campfire at ACT's picnic. Walton
has been an ACT member for three years, joining his second day of class.
BOTTOM LEFT: Sophmore Kayla Sullivan (left) and Walton go head-tohead at fooseball during the Labor Day weekend picnic.
BOTTOM CENTER: The ACT House, located on Wooster Street, is always
open and members hold Bible studies throughout the week.
BOTTOM RIGHT: Dave Warner, ACT's campus minister, helped coordinate the evening's activities. He also organizes summer mission trips to Haiti.

WWW.BGSUCAMPUSCASH.COM

BGSU
CAMPUS CASH
SIGN UP FOR
BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!

BGSU

* Works like a standard text message,
No extra charges
Center

mwmawii SIGN UP NOW!

%fcWr CincoDeMayo ^g

Text BGSU to 46786
Get deals sent to your phone

FORUM

"There's no correlation whatsoever between 'Print Responsibly and register printers."
- Michael Paulus on Dining Services' ability to print receipts with purchase [see story, pg. 1].
Tuesday, September 7,2010 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

What did you do for Labor Day?

"I went to the

"Worked out went

"I played two

"I took a very long

Wood County

for a rua played

concerts."

nap. watched a

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Historical

basketball and

movie for class and

Have your own take on

Museum."

grabbed a coffee"

played bocce ball."

today's People On The

JOANEARDLY,
Sophomore,
History

MICHAEL SALYER.
Freshman.
Ear y Childhood

Street? Or a suggestion lor

Expand your
horizons

BRIAN LINEHAN
Freshman.
RmessArautre^Mj*

DEANNAFAIK
Senior,
Graphic Design

a question7 Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com.

EARL AND VIRGINIA
Pd'id >you hear about Sari and Virginia?
^ Ye-Sj I did. Eor\ was a b'fr overrate.^

Even unlikely pop culture can bring enjoyment

■

BHAHNAHBEAIER
[ COLUMNIST

Toward the end of the summer, I made a personal goal
to become more cultured
and open to my surroundings. I already considered
myself to be a very tolerant
and accepting person, but I
still wanted to expand my
horizons. Terribly cliche\ I
know, but that's the easiest
way to put it.
I did what any girl looking
for new opportunities might
do. 1 started attending art
events and watching more
foreign films and operas. I
added unique items to my
wardrobe by frequenting
local thrift stores and found
a pen pal from England
in hopes of learning more
about the culture of a country 1 hope to live and study in
one day. I started re-reading
my collection of Edgar Allan
Poe's work and grabbed
a list of classic novels, telling myself I would attempt
to make my way through
it. There's more, but that's
another column.
I came to Bowling Green
feeling great about my choices and my improved identity. So when one of my suite
mates asked me to watch
"The Last Song" with her, I
happily agreed. Part of this
whole "expanding my horizons" project involved me
opening up to new things,
after all. And considering I
refused to see the film in
theaters with my friends last
year, 1 decided to give it a
go. As I'm sure most of you
know, "The Last Song" stars
Miley Cyrus.
Now, everyone loves
to hate Miley. I have to
admit that I don't care for
her much and am a little
weirded out by people my
own age who claim to be
obsessed with her.
The film is based on a
Nicholas Sparks novel (he
wrote the novel for the film
with Cyrus in mind for the

main character, by the way),
so I just assumed it would be
some sappy love story set in
the South. Oh, and someone
would have to die.
Well. It was all of those
things. But the film wasn't
necessarily bad. In fact, I
rather enjoyed it. While I
couldn't help but laugh at
Hannah Montana trying to
play an edgy sea-turtle-loving vegetarian who reads
"Anna Karenina," I have to
admit that she didn't butcher
the role.
The movie was like any
other stereotypical love story.
Girl finds boy, girl finds out
boy used to be a jerk, after
an epic kiss girl forgets boy
used to be a jerk, things go
downhill and then things go
back uphill. Fill in the gaps
with family drama and tension. There are still the basic
issues that come about with
romantic films, but this isn't
Cyrus's fault. She can't help it
if she meets a fellow sea-turtle-loving, Leo Tolstoy-quoting man who also happens
to be totally rich and attractive. So it may be unrealistic
like most films, but we can't
blame Miley Cyrus no matter how much we love to hate
her. Even though "The Last
Song" has been featured on
several "Worst Movies of
2010" lists and received a sad
rating of 19 percent on Rotten
Tomatoes, it's probably safe
to say that most of the hate
comes from Cyrus loathers
and harsh critics who just
can't stomach a chick flick.
Considering I'm no Miley
fan and would much rather
watch an act ion /adventure or
period film, take my advice:
You can handle it.
This school year, try watching a film you would usually
shun. If you're a Sundance
snob, treat yourself to a
mainstream comedy. Having
a hard time parting with gory
horror films with subpar acting? Find an Oscar-winning
historical film, like "Milk."
lust give it a try. What harm
can it do?
Still, don't expect me to
be standing in line for Justin
Bieber3-D.

SPEAK YOURMIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to g«t in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews®bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

frustrating to -sa^y the \ea-st.
23ut wftW att been there,
/Wirightj Sister?!
//otter. You can t -second^ ^ues-s a hurricane^
It/hat hurricane?

'#i
y/.

m
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Successful quarters, recent production boosts confidence for dialing auto industry
The Cleveland Plain Dealer
Editorial
The Associated Press

dive-bombing into recession.
Yet we had little faith that
bailouts ultimately would
change the trajectory of the
When first the outgoing two troubled companies.
Bush administration, then
Neither firm is out of the
the new Obama administra- woods yet, and with contion, intervened to prevent sumer confidence so low and
the imminent collapse of economic growth so anemic,
General Motors and Chrysler, it's impossible to make long|we| supported those efforts range predictions about the
as necessary to preserve a fate of any company that
couple of million jobs at a has to persuade hundreds of
time when the economy was thousands of people a year

TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.
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GM growth shows signs of recovery

210 West Hall
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to part with tens of thousands of dollars each. But, in
the case of GM in particular
- Chrysler's arranged marriage with Fiat will require
more time to judge - - it would
appear that Washington's
gamble has paid off better
than most people had reason
to imagine.
After reporting two consecutive profitable quarters
for the first time in years,
GM executives announced

last month that they had
obtained a $5 billion revolving credit line and were hoping to raise as much as $20
billion more with a stock
offering this fall.
For too many years,
GM was a poster child
for American manufacturing's decline. On this
Labor Day, the company
and its workers could be
positioned to become an
emblem of its rebirth.
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this page.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be (ewer than 300
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
Unrversitys campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may Se
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenews@bgnews.
com with the sub|ect line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or 'Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the hearjines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view ol The BG News
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Obama calling for more infrastructure spending
By Juli. P»c.
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President
Barack Obama is asking
Congress lo approve at least
$50 billion in long-term
spending in the nation's
roads, railways and runways
in a pre-election effort to
show he's trying to stimulate
the sputtering economy.
The infrastructure spending is part of a package of
targeted
proposals the
White House announced on
Monday. With November's
elections for control of
Congress
approaching,
Obama planned to discuss
the proposal later Monday
at a Labor Day event in
Milwaukee.
The proposals would
require
congressional
approval, which is highly
uncertain with many legislators and voters worried about
adding to federal deficits that
are already sky-high. With
Republicans saying spending is out of control and polls
showing many people want
to end Democrats' control
of Congress, even many
Democratic lawmakers are

VACANCIES
From Page 1
Jennifer Kilian, head
of housing in the Office of
Residence Life, said for most
of them, it's not on campus.
"There is less upperclassman housing due to space,"
Kilian said. "There have been
many changes in the space
available due to construction and the big incoming
class. During the summer,
if upperclassmen asked for
on-campus housing, they
were turned down because
of space."

RECEIPTS
From Page 1
To further cut down on
printing, job applications
must be filled out online and
training for new employees is now done through
Blackboard. Appraisals and
evaluations within the dining
services are also done online,
Paulus said, and invoices are
scanned for computers to
handle the information.
University employees
and students can now
advertise electronically as
well with LCD television in
the dining halls.
"There was a lot of
garbage being produced
with flyers before the
LCDs," Paulus said.

reluctant to approve new
spending so close to Election
Day.
Even if legislators could
pass a bill in the short window between their return to
Capitol Hi II in mid-September
and the elections, the early
projects would not create jobs
immediately. Senior administration officials, who would
not be quoted by name before
Obama'sannouncement.said
the initial projects would lead
to new jobs over the course
of 2011.
Republicans made it clear
that Obama can expect no
help from them.
Senate Republican Leader
Mitch McConnell said the
plan "should be met with justifiable skepticism" because
it would raise taxes, while
Americans are "still looking
for the 'shovel-ready' jobs
they were promised more
than a year ago" in the original stimulus program.
The House Republican
leader, lohn Boehner, added
"We don't need more government 'stimulus' spending.
We need to end Washington
Democrats' out-of-control
spending spree, stop their

tax hikes, and create jobs by
eliminating the job-killing
uncertainty that is hampering our small businesses."
The officials said the initial $50 billion would be
the beginning of a six-year
program of transportation
improvements, but they did
not give an overall figure. The
proposal has a longer-range
focus than last year's economic stimulus bill, which
was more targeted on immediate job creation.
The goals of the infrastructure plan include: rebuilding 150,000 miles of roads;
constructing and maintaining 4,000 miles of railways,
enough to go coast-to-coast;
shorter, high speed rail projects; and rehabilitating or
reconstructing 150 miles of
airport runways, while also

The official count of
enrolled students hasn't
been released yet, but rough
counts from the Office of
Residence Life show 42 percent of upperclassmen are
living on campus this year,
compared to 50 percent of
upperclassmen who lived on
campus last year.
One property manager,
with three unrented Wooster
Street properties that usually go to University students,
speculated that upperclassmen opted to live in large
off-campus apartment complexes, such as the Enclave,
Enclave II and Copper Beech.

With this shift of upperclassman living off campus, Assistant Dean of
Students Andy Alt said the
University will aim to draw
these students back.
"Part of the plan is to provide upperclass students
with more options for living
on campus," Alt said. "I think
the Northwest Residence
Hall is one that is targeted
for upperclass students. 1
think there is research that
shows the students are more
likely to graduate on time
and, generally speaking, do
better academically [if they
live on campus)."

"We don't need more government
Washington Democrats' out-of-control

byswofflc* *
N.wuTttns«l

By Dan Elliott
The Associated Press

The fire started iii Four
Mile Canyon northwest of
Boulder, and erratic winds
gusting to ITi mph spread
the flames both to the
west and northeast.
At leasi four roads in the
area were closed, and a
billowing, white plume of
heavy smoke was visible
for miles. County health
officials advised residents
to stayindoorsifthe smoky
air became irritating.
The cause of the fire was
unknown.

spending spree..."
John Boehner | House Republican Leader
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Housing Close to Campus
At Reasonable Prices

STOP

Roads closed Monday, no injuries reported

stimulus' spending. We need to end

He encourages people start taking their receipts
to use this form of free more often at the middle to
advertising to avoid any the end of the semester to
unnecessary printing.
keep track of the balance on
Despite the efforts to cut their meal plans.
down, printing a receipt with
Senior Jennifer Clark said
every t ransact ion is company she keeps track of her meal
policy, said Tim Hoepf, plan online.
general manager at Founders
"You can look it up online
Dining.
each day to see what you
"I think we've been really spent and where you spent it,"
responsible about that part," Clark said.
he said. "We do what we
Senior Sarah Burchfield
can do."
said she does keep track of
Sophomore Rachel Amos her receipts. She lives in an
said she usually doesn't apartment off campus and
pay much attention to the does not have a meal plan.
receipts, at least not like she She said most people don't
would for a debit card or take the receipts, which get
credit card.
put in the recycle bin.
"I take one very once in a
"I think it's cool they have
while to see my total balance," the recycle bin there, though.
They didn't always have that,"
she said.
Amos thinks students will Burchfield said.

check us out
online @

Wildfire rages through
Colorado foothills

Efficiencies, One and
Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

Listings available online at: www.johnnewloverealestate.com
or at the rental office located at:

installing a next generation air navigation system
designed to reduce travel
times and delays.
Obama will also call for
the creation of a permanent
infrastructure bank that
would focus on funding
national and regional infrastructure projects.
Administration officials
wouldn't say what the total
cost of the infrastructure
projects would be. but did say
the initial $50 billion represents a significant percentage. Officials said the White
House would consider closing a number of special tax
breaks for oil and gas companies to pay for the proposal.
Obama made infrastructure improvements a central
part of the $814 billion stimulus Congress passed last year.

WINNERS
From Page 1
tition. Throughout the film,
the characters describe the
reasons they should win,
with shots being taken at
the characters' social standing, describing the poor as
"rats."
The idea for a croquet
competition was not premeditated.
"Sean Burns had a croquet set in his trunk," team
member Simon Koch said.
"He's the kind of guy who
has a lot of weird things in
his trunk."
The team members are
University alumni Steve

DENVER — A winddriven wildfire broke out
in the rugged Colorado
foothills and quickly
spread across 4 square
miles Monday, destioying
some homes and triggering evacuations of hundreds of others.
No injuries were reported. Authorities could not
say how many structures
burned down, but they
said at least some of them
were houses.

CITY
BRIEF
CSX railroad
crossing at Ridge
Street closed this
week for repairs

When asked about CSX crossing
repairs on Pike Street and Gypsy
Lane Road. Director ol Public Works
Brian Craft said the road work is part
o( a series of repairs completed over
the past f'-.

According To the city s weDsite.
Craft said CSX would be tearing

the street will be closed between

out the crossings rails and timbers,

Enterprise Street and Thurstin

as well as repaving the roads

Avenue until Friday.

Hildreth, Branden l.ymer.
Sean Burns, lason Haddox
and Tom Petricini. Current
student members are senior
Simon Koch and junior
Rewa Hage.
"It was a great accomplishment for BG students.
Even when graduated Istudents] can work all together," Hage said.
Hage found the Cleveland
Film Project very exciting
because of the higher level of
competition. Hageandother
team members are accustomed to the 48 Hour Film
competitions held on campus through the University
Film Organization and BG
Reel Production.
Pictures with Heart felt

prepared for the larger
competition because of the
twice-a semester campus
projects. Koch said after
making approximately a
dozen short films, the team
had a system down.
The most challenging
aspect of the competition was sitting down at
the computer and going
through the footage to
edit the film. Hage said.
However, every part of the
film making process was a
joint effort, she said.
Lymer thought it was a
surprise lo win the com .
petition overall, even with
practice and preparation.
"We shocked the world,"
Lvmer said.

inspiring minds
want to know

DO YOU HAVE AN IDEA FOR A NEW BUSINESS?
Come discuss your venture 61 this free event
and connect with "all the right people."

TECHCONNECT-7

Connectng mind*, motivation and money y»r

PRESENTED BY

Thursday, Sept. 9 > 5 - 8 p.m.
Clazel ■ 127 N Main St, 8owling Green

<4j
Regional Growth Partnership
BUilDfNG A HIGH 1ECH. HIGH-PERFORMANCE ECONOMY

Whether you're a seasoned
entrepreneur looking to start
your next business or you're
looking to find out information
on start-up funds or services,
Tech Connect is the place to be.

Rocket Ventures
TCCMNOLOO*

HCAUOO

*

Launch

ACCtUrHAl#JG . > I

319 E. Wooster Strati, Bowling Green, OH
located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (4191354-2260

Join us for this free, informative event.

Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

For more information or to schedule a showing, please call the Rental Office.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
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Notes: Falcons fall to
Troy on late field goal
By Paul Barney
Sports Editor

It was the second straight game
for the Falcons that ended in
disappointing fashion.
As if falling to Idaho 43-42 in
t he f i nal seconds of last season's
Roady's Humanitarian Bowl
wasn't heartbreaking enough,
BG found itself again on the
short end of another close game
— this time eight months later in
the season opener.
After surrendering leads
of 17-10 and 24-17 against
Troy Saturday, the two teams
exchanged a pair of field goals
to take a 27-27 tie late in the
fourth quarter.
And just as redshirt freshman quarterback Matt Schilz
was driving the offense to
write a storybook ending for
his first career college start, a
pass intended for Calvin Wiley
skipped off his hands and into

the arms of Troy's Tony Davis
with 1:07 on the clock.
The Trojans advanced the
ball 49 yards in 1:03 to get the
ball in field goal position for
Michael Taylor, who kicked the
game-winner from 34 yards out,
defeating the Falcons 30-27.
Troy improved its win streak
in home openers to 24 straight,
while the Falcons' loss snapped
a three-game win streak in season openers.
Schilz threw for 221 yards and
a touchdown on 22-of-43 passing and Willie Geter ran for 93
yards and a touchdown on 20
carries, but BG's defense struggled to stop Troy's offense, giving up 475 yards of total offense.
"We made some critical errors,"
BG coach Dave Clawson said.
"We gave up some long third
downs in the fourth quarter

BOY DIRT am Of ATHtFIICS MEDIA Bfl AII0NS
SACKED: BG quarterback Matt Scrub tales a hit during Saturday's name at Troy. Schilz threw for 221 yards on 22-of-45 passing for a touchdown and a pick

See MOTES I Pane 8

Women's soccer ties Niagara,

Burying the competition

falls to St. Bonaventure
Alexa
Arsenaurt
Made six saves Friday
n 0-0 draw against
Niagara

By Becky Tener
Reporter

The BG women's soccer team
came home from their back-toback non-conference matchups
in New York with every possible
outcome except for a win.
On Friday, the Falcons tied
their first game against Niagara
University, 0-0, followed by
a 3-0 loss to St. Bonaventure
University Sunday.
"Friday was definitely the happier of the games. They defended
well," coach Andy Richards said.
BG was able to stop Niagara's
10 attempts for a goal.
"[ In Sunday's match] we had
a goal called back and after that
we couldn't salvage the game,"
he said. "It really changed the
game for us."
Richards said to start the season with a losing record, 0-4-1, is

Men's soccer finishes
weekend with two draws

■■■■■

PHOTO W0V1D6D BY DIRECTOR Of RUGBY ROGER MAZZAREILA

Falcon rugby club cruises to 138-0 blowout win over Brockport
"It was the most one-sided game I have ever

Reporter

experienced. We've been told that BG plays a type
Most teams struggle during the
first match of a season.
This was not the case for the BG
Rugby team this past weekend.
The Falcons asserted their
dominance over the SUNY
Brockport Doggies in Saturday's
match and rolled to a 138-0 win.
"It was the most one-sided
game I have ever experienced," Director of Rugby Roger
Mazzarella said. "We've been
told that BG plays a type of
game described as 'basketball
on grass,' but this is the first
time we've ever racked up what
would have been all the scoring
by both teams."
BG started with a bang as All-

Against Appalachian State, the
Falcons were outshot 20-7 in total
attempts and 5-1 in shots on goal.
The Falcons concluded their match- They were also on the short end
es in the Davidson Adidas Classic when it came to corner kicks with
on Sunday with a 2-2 draw against ASU having a 9-3 advantage.
But even with all of the negahost team Davidson at Alumni
tive statistics, the BG defense
Stadium in North Carolina.
The Falcons posted a 0-0 draw held firm and redshirt junior
against Appalachian State in their
opening game Friday, leaving them
See SOCCER | Page 7
with a starting record of 0-0-2.
By Bryan Filipponi
Reporter

COLLISION: BG's prop Dave Can (middle) meets a Brodport defender during Saturday's game.

By C J W.t.on

"heartbreaking" and "difficult."
He said he knows his team has
the potential to play better.
"We have some really good, talented players but we haven't been able
to take advantage of opportunities
for one reason or another," he said.
The Falcons will host the
University of Minnesota at 5 p.m.
Friday at Cochrane Field and
then Cleveland State University
at 1 p.m. on Sunday.
Until then, Richards said the
team will work to improve and to
compete at their best.
"It's frustrating, but we're
going to continue to work hard,"
Richards said.

of game described as 'basketball on grass,' but this
is the first time we've ever racked up what would
have been all the scoring by both teams."

Falcons fall to rival Toledo
in first meet of season

Roger Mazzarella | Director of Rugby

American fullback Rocco Mauer
returned the first kickoff up the
sideline to score a try within the
first 15 seconds of the game.
In rugby, the team that is scored
on kicks off to the scoring team
— which is the opposite of football.
On Saturday, this was bad
news for the Doggies.
BG scored on the next five kick

FACEBOOK

returns. Mauer scored on three
of the team's first six tries.
The game was 40-0 before
Brockport touched the ball.
As Brockport attempted to
slow down Mauer on the sidelines, centers Andrew Batt and
See BLOWOUT I

TWITTER

i7

By Nick King
Reporter

By the looks of it, Bowling Green
appeared to be the windy city during the BG women's cross country
team's first meet this past Friday.
Strong gusts of wind were around

GOLF

for nearly the entire race, but this
didn't seem to affect Toledo as they
defeated the Falcons 15-46.
Rockets' sophomore Kristal
Studer finished first in the race
See RACE | Page 7

CROSS COUNTY
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Follow BG News sports on Twitter

BG places third over weekend

BG men fal to ardi rival Toledo

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us

The BG men's golf team finished third at

The BG men's cross country team lost to

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

the Tiger Intercollegiate over the weekend,

TcJedo over the weekend to open the 2010

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

Check out Wednesdays edition of The BG

season. Check out Wednesday's edition of

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twitter.coin/btjnewsiports

News for a full recap.

The BG News for a full recap.
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Falcons fall in Florida Invitational
■y Juitln Omlow
Reporter

however, and added 12
team blocks in the match
to win their fourth straight
Three top volleyball pro- match and pull closer to
grams were too much for the championship match.
the young Falcon volleyThe Falcons' final match
ball squad, as BG dropped of the weekend pitted them
all three weekend matches against its first unranked
to top-ranked programs opponent of the tournaover the weekend.
ment. Albany, coming off
The Falcons fought hard a 23-9 season last year,
against Colorado State in defeated the Falcons In
their first match of the three sets in what proved
weekend, but lost three to be BG's closest match of
straight sets to the Rams, the weekend.
each by a score of 25-20.
In the first set, the
The Rams would go on Falcons fell behind early,
to lose to the tourna- but rallied back to even the
ment champion Florida score at 18-18.
Gators in four sets durUntimely errors handing the finals.
cuffed the Falcons, howIn BG's second match of ever, and eventually led to
the tournament, Florida a 25-21 first-set BG defeat.
started out slow and
BG started out strong
allowed the Falcons to in the second set, but was
hang tough in the early again unable to maintain
going, taking leads in each its lead late in the set. With
of the first two sets.
the Falcons leading 18-14,
The Gators started Albany posted four straight
stringing points together, points and later added the

final four points of the sets
Paige
for a 25-21 win.
Penrod
The third set of the
Freshman was
match saw BG falling
named to the allbehind early.
tournament team
Down 13-5, the Falcons
stayed tough and managed
to pull within two toward the weekend, recording 33
the end of the set. With digs for the Falcons. Dunn
the score even at 25-25, an leads the Falcons in digs
Albany kill and a Falcon this season with 52, folerror gave Albany the 27-25 lowed by Laura Avila with
set victory and the match. 43 total digs.
Freshman
Paige
BG (1-6) will host the
Penrod was named to Best Western Falcon Plaza
the Campus USA Credit Invitational this weekend
Union Invitational All- in Anderson Arena. The
tournament marks the
Tournament Team.
Penrod recorded 29 kills Falcons' first home matchand Hi digs for the weekend. es of the season — the last
Senior Noelle Spitler and season Falcon volleyball
freshman Danielle Tonyan games will be played in
continued their strong play Anderson Arena.
The Falcons are set to
during the tournament.
Spitler and Tonyan cur- play Cornell on Friday at 7
rently lead the team with p.m. to begin the weekend
47 kills each in nine sets tournament. They will then
this season.
play IPFW and Oakland on
Freshman Ashley Dunn Saturday to round out the
also performed well over weekend schedule.
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BLOWOUT
From Page 6

mason i IICKKWS
EYE ON THE BALL BG's Zach Schewee (far right) prepares to receive the ball in a scrimmage earlier this season Schewee scored his lirst collegiate goal Sunday

SOCCER

have the ball."
The Falcons were more
offensively efficient in
Miguel Rosales was on the the second match against
top of his game — mak- Davidson, posting a 16-15
ing four saves to record the total shot attempts lead.
However, BG had just
clean sheet.
"I'm happy with our seven shots on goal comdemeanor and our will- pared to eight by Davidson.
BG had a very deciingness to battle and stay
focused for the entire sive advantage in corner
match," BG coach Eric kicks, earning an impresNichols said. "Getting the sive 9-2 difference.
Davidson's Alex Caskey,
shutout is obviously a good
by
Yannick
thing. On the flip side, assisted
however, our execution in Pilgrim, opened up the
the attack was certainly scoring with five minutes
lacking. We are going to left in the first half.
The Falcons answered
have to figure out ways to
be more effective when we with a rocket goal from

25-30 yards out by true
freshman Zach Schewee
off a Max Weston corner
clearance.
The score was the
Falcons' first of the regular
season and Schewee's first
collegiate goal.
In the 63rd, minute
Davidson regained the
lead with a goal by George
Ramsay after intercepting
a BG clearing attempt.
But once again BG
showed resilience and
battled back, and with
10 minutes left in regular
time, Max Weston equalized with a long shot goal.
"We showed a tremen-

dous amount of character to
come back twice, and then
we really pushed (for a goahead goal) toward the end,"
Nichols said. "There certainly is a lot to build upon, as we
saw some very good character traits from our guys — a
lot of resilience, fight, energy
and spirit."
"We played well enough
defensively to win, but weare
just not quite potent enough
in our attack just yet. We
will get back to work, though,
and will start preparing for
next weekend."
The Falcons host nationally ranked No. 1 Akron
Saturday at Cochrane Field.

time of 0:18:56.
"I thought it was a decent
team effort. There are some
areas to work on," BG coach
Cami Paulson said. "I'm
very proud they didn't give
up and each week we are
going to learn. We just need
to use this as motivation for

the next race."
Being healthy was one of
the things Paulson stressed at
the beginning of the season
as key to the team's success.
Unfortunately, senior Ashley
Fischer will have to redshirt
after having knee surgery.
The seniors said the team

needs to work together
more from the beginning of
the race.
BG will have their chance
to do just that Saturday at
the next race, which will
be at home in the Mel
Brodt Invitational starting
at 10:45 a.m.

From Page 6

RACE
From Page 6

with a time of 0:18:15.
Toledo had the first five
runners cross before BG
senior Barbara Powers got
to the finish line with a

Joey Newton, along with
All-American fly-hall Nick
Viviani, pushed the ball
up the center of the field,
which was now wide-open
"To say that Hrockport
was shell-shocked would
be an understatement."
Mazzarella said.

Mazzarella said that
strong winds dining the
first half helped prevent

Brockport from clearing
the ball.
When the halftime
whistle blew. BG held a
comfortable 85-0 lead
over the Doggies.
Coach Tony Mazzarella
substituted many of his
veteran players out for the
second half and gave some
of the club's young ruggers
some playing time, which
turned out to be very bene-

ficial for the young Falcons.
The second half wasn't
much different for BG
even with their veteran
leaders on the sideline.
Although play seemed
sloppy at times, the young
Falcons put 53 more points
on the scoreboard.
Lock Ed I.other, who usually plays on the team's Csquad, found his way on the
A-squad against Hrockport.
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had

the game of his life
this weekend." Roger
Mazzarella said.
BG set many learn records
in the match, including:
Most tries scored, most
conversion kicks, most
points scored, and biggest
point differential.
The Falcons travel to
Ball State this week for
their first Mid-American
Conference match of the
season Sunday.
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ACROSS

PHOTO PROVIMD BY RICKY HAZEl
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EYES UP FIELD: Troy wide reteive' Je'rel Jermgan escapes a BG ladler dining Saturday's game.

1 Money in Mumbai
6 Lose effectiveness, as
painkillers, with "off"
10 Wild or Old region
14 Pole vault, e.g.
15 Palindtomic pop group
16 Big fair
17 Soft mattress topper
19 Eagerly excited
20 Monterey County seat that's the
birthplace ot John Steinbeck
21 '50s-'60s USSR
leader Khrushchev
23 Grafton's "._ for Corpse'
24 Set aside for later
26 Edison's electrical preference
31 Bills with George on them
32 Roman moon goddess
33 "No Strings Attached" pop group
36 NBA position
37 Grazing land
39 Small taste

1 NFL arbiters
2 Eye layer containing the iris
3 Ring loudly
4 Draws in
5 Cultural, as cuisine
6 Major conflicts
7 Flow away, as a tide
8 Prez on a penny
9 Philadelphia suburb
10 Loses strength
11 Former soldier
12 Dick and Jane's dog
38 Trust, as a friend
13 Forum garb
18 "Born in
": Cheech 41 Walks with attitude
43 Turn over al sea
Marin film
22 Goodnight girl ot song 45 Customs levy
46 Kept out
24 Beach bronzings
49 Big Broadway
25 Psychological shock
hit. in slang
26 Medicos
50 Land in el mar
27 Division word
51 NBAer O'Neal
28 Show over
52 Formula One
29 Standard practice
racer Teo _
30 Boxing's Iron Mike"
53 Nike competitor
34 Shaver's mishap
54
_
Ration: pet food
35 USN noncoms
55"_Tu',:1974W
37 Barbecue site
58 Grazing land
59 Mysterious guy

40
42
43
44

Composer of marches
Like most pets
Fashion's Chanel
Government-owned finanaa
institutions
47 Super Bowl XXI MVP Phil
48 Big mouth, in slang
49 Diocese leader
52 Abandon
56 Workplace protection org.
57 "Show Boat" classic, and
where to find the ends of
17- ,26- and44-Across
60 Scold severely
61 Croat's neighbor
62 Online read
63 Online help pages, briefly
64 City transport
65 Real bargains
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NOTES
From Page 6
land] at times we didn't
wrap up and tackle the
way we needed to.
We did such a poor job of
tackling in the second and
third quarter. Every guy
was trying to strip the ball
instead of wrapping up."
MAC honors
BG

junior

defensive

5A*T4»HS£,

back Keith Morgan was
named the Mid-American
Conference East Division
Player of the Week for his
efforts against Troy.
Morgan recorded a
career-high 11 tackles and
added his second career
interception on the first
play of the second quarter.
This is the second time
in Morgan's career he has
been honored by the conference, earning MAC East
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MUTING THROUGH THE LIME: Troy defensive end Mario Addison (7) looks to get to BG quarterback Matt Sthib.
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GOTCHA: Falcons' wide receiver Calvin Wiley tnes to escape a tackle (ram Troy's defensive back Jimmie Anderson.

Special Teams Player of ball while Champ Fells, 151 yards on five returns travel to Oklahoma to take
the Week honors last sea- Jovan Leacock, Calvin — including a 48-yarder in on Tulsa.
son when he returned an Marshall and Dwayne the second quarter.
Tulsa is also coming off
on-side kick for a 41-yard Woods made their first
a last second loss In week
Injury
touchdown against Akron. career start on defense.
one when East Carolina's
BG defensive end Ronnie
Dominique Davis heaved
First things first
Special teams
Goble is out with a cola 33-yard touchdown pass
lar
bone
injury
and
will
Seven Falcons made their
Early in the third quar- be replaced by Dylan
to Justus Jones as time
first career start Saturday ter, the Falcons' Eugene Farrington,
expired to win 51-49.
against Troy.
Cooper returned a 63-yard
Tulsa quarterback G.J.
Up next
Schilz, Wiley and punt for a touchdown.
Kinne completed 28-ofk,mi.u lorden made
BG let loose on the kick
The Falcons will con- 43 passes for career-bests
their first career start on return game as well, with tinue their season on the of 399 yards and five
the offensive side of the Tyrone Pronty recording road Saturday when they touchdowns.

Help Wanted

For Sale

IBARTENDING! up to S300/day
No exp. necessary, training pro
vided, call 800-965-6520 X174.

Sofa & loveseat (microtiber),
new in boxes, lifetime warranty.
Delivery available, $475.
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Call 419-707-9970

Services Offered
Campus Quarters Carryout
The ONLY carryout in BG that
Mils beer® State Mm until 2:30!

Singers of any ability are invited
to join the choir at Trinity United
Methodist Church. 200 N. Summit
St. BG. Stucents receive a
S250 scholarship based on attendance, rehearse Thurs 7-8:30pm
and sing Sun. 10-11:30am.
Contact sarpuck@bgsu.edu.

Help Wanted
Direct Cere Openings! Wood
Lane Residential Services, Inc. is
looking lor positive, patient people
to provide care to individuals with
developmental disabilities. Will
provide personal care & help w/
daily living skills. Flex schedules
FT, PT. & sub positions avail.
$9 -$13 18/tir based on eXP.
Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening. Obtain application
from WLRS, 545 Pearl St, BG
Monday-Friday. 8 00am-400pm
or download an application at
www.woodlaneresidential.org
EOF

Working modern country band
seeking female vocalist who
plays an instrument.
Call 419-460-7112.

For Sale
$165 new queen pillow top
mattress set in plastic with
warranty. Can deliver.
Call 419-707-2954

Cherry sleigh bedroom set,
solid wood, new in boxes.
Worth $2500, sell $1200
call 419-897-9062

For Rent
"1,2 & 4BR avail 300 Merry St,
rooms low as $225toio,
semester leases.next to campus.
419-353-0325,9-9
Jay-Mar - 2 bedroom
$510/mo tentant pays gas & elec.
Central A/C. D/W. university shuttle pickup Call 419-354-6036
Medium sized 3BR house, W/D,
A/C, avail NOWI $700/mo + utils.
Call 419-601-3225

The Highlands -1 bedroom
$35O-$4O0 tenant pays electric
Great location, quiet area, laundry
on site Call 419-354^036
The Homestead -1 BR apts
$450-$650 tenant pays all utilities
Walking distance to campus and
downtown. Laundry on sile. central A/C. great location.
419-354-6036.

Clean Store - Free Wi-Fi - ATM - Open 24/7
Largest Dryer in Town - Air Conditioned
Wash and Dry in 1 Hour
www.LMARIES.com

VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

» Reduced Rate in
September 2010 •
"Apartments Available a
* Semester Leases •
* Minutes from BGSU ♦
» Pet friendly community »
* Heat included •

BGSU SERVICE SPECIAL
1096 OFF ANY SERVICE THRU 9/50/10

fiTJD UNIVERSITY
HONDA

CALL FOI SPECIALS.
Located al:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

tir

419-352-6335

CALL FORAHAPPOIHTMENTTODAY!
1019 N. MAIN ST. •419.354.2222

